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I am very happy to sue you tonight as our guests and

we shall try to domanotrato to you somo of our exercises. It

is impossible of course to chow the whole method that we uoo.

but some of our oxoroiooo perhaps will toll you something about

our Method.

We shall otart with our simple bodily oxerolaon. or

some of them. remembering that we consider our body an an instru-

ment for conveying to our audienco our full moans. our will

impulses. our creative thoughts and images, and so on. So we

try to'uso our body always with tho ldon that if our body 10

thcro on the stage. it must moan something to no and to our audi-

ence. and we try to avold the mistake that the body of tho actor

in on the stage, and moves on the stage without any special

moaning, which is very often soon on the stage today. If we are

on tho stage. if we move our body it must convey to our audience

some psychological content.

There are a series of exercises for getting these

special feelings for our body. but we cannot Show you all of
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them as it would take hours and hours, but we will try to show

you some of our elementary exercises.

PRESENCE!

_Try to get tho idea that we have our bodies - this

simple idea that we have our bodies is already something which

changes our attitude towards our bodies - if we simply have our

body without knowi 3, very often the body livee its own life.

and our psychology goes in a different direction. Will you

concentrate on the idea: We have our body at our disposal -

our body is our.inotruoent for conveying our psychological content

to our audience. If we simply life our hand, thet.muot mean

something for us and for the audience. will you please try

simply to move your hand toward your body without special meaning.

simply trying to convey to your audience your presence in youo

bedioo. To be able to convey something to our audience so must

Concentrate on the idea:

be prceent in our bedioe.A To be able to convey something to

our audience we must be present in our bodice.

Will you take three steps forward and try this move-

ment in space to convey to the audience your presence. The same

can be done if you are moving backwards - that can already have

a certain content. For instance, "I as present in my body" and

if I move backwards that can mean that I want to find a closer

contact with my body. It is a great mistake with actors that

they think the nearer they are to the audience the closer the

contact - this is a mistake because if I come closer to my partner

there is no contact at all — it is simply a bodily contact and
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there is no real contact. If we draw ahay from each other the

contact is stronger and stronger. The same as when looking at

s pisturo~- it is not always hoosusc no aro short-sighted that

we try to got the distance botweon ourselves and the picture -

_it is a psychological necessity to ostublish the contact. Try

to convey to the audience not only your presence. but the idea

or the will impulse to get more and more contact with your bodies.

FEELING 0F EASE:

Now we arc trying to act certain Qualities for our bodice

which we can and must always uso on the stage. It does not

depend on the part or play — it belongs to our ability as actors.

For instance. we must always have the ability to be easy in

all things we do. If we are carrying a hocvdy stone it must

be done artistically. It is not possible to create something

without the feeling of case because if I try roslistieally to

carry a heavy; stone on the stage. and 1 as not easy. it does

not give an artistic impression — you will get tho physiological

impression or my red face which is not an artistic improssion.x

If I want to give an artistic impression I must. as an artist.

do it absolutely easily so that the audience will rocoive this

artistic thing and not the heavy physiological impression.

We must got the ability to be always easy and for this

we are trying to get what we call the feeling of ease. Try to

fill you body with tho feeling of coco - simply the psychological

dosiro to get this fooling of case which permeates our whole
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body. Try to move slowly by getting thin feeling of came through

your body. Try to fall down so you will feel your body in per-

meated with the feeling of ease - not one muscle in tonne. Get

up with the same feeling of case. You must not feel the weight

of your body - it in poeaiblo to exercise to the point where you

feel quite a different weight in your body. new, slowly lie

down with the feeling of case. no if your bodies were feathers,

and without any noise. New get up with the memo fooling. hem.

much quicker down and up with the same quality of ease.

FEELIRG OF FORM:

New another quality which we.muut always have on the

stage in the feeling of form. Whatever we do on the stage must

have definite form because otherwiuc everything will be slurred

and the psychology will be confused. If I move on the stage

I without a definite form. the audience cannot follow me because

there in not form; I may be a goniue but nobody will know.

‘Everything muet go to the audience with the feeling of form and

feeling of ease. It can be a small movement but it must be a

clear form.>. ‘

How; first the psychological feeling of form. We try

always to permeate our body with the feeling of form or feeling

of ease - we must not have it only in our psychology, but actu-

ally in our bodice. our body muet be quite different after we

have filled it with the feeling of form or feeling of case. It

is a different kind of body we are trying to get.
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Try to experience your own body do a form which is given

to you to be moved. now, please move your hand with a definite

feeling of form - up and down. ice muot be sure that you have

a feeling of form and then when the content in given by the author

or director. it will flow to the audience.

will you now please do the following exercise. Cen—

bine the feeling of ease with relaxed bodice, and the feeling

of form and try to express it by wrestling, without muscles.

Be concentrated on two things: our bodice are filled with the

feeling of once and the feeling or form. When I stop you it

must be a picture - it must be beautiful. The feeling or form

and the feeling of ease and other thinge. will alwaye create

beautiful results. New, incroaoo the tempo but try to be able

to be easy and to have the feeling of form.

CONTACT - GROUP FEELING:

Another thing I would like to mention. We are trying

to develop what we call feeling of contact. We coneidor our

work. if I may use this word. "social” - we are never alone -

we are dependent on each other in our work so we must devoloy

certain artistic connection: with each other. and if we do not

develop this special kind of contact between us as a group. we

will work alwaye separately. ogotistieally, and it will disturb

and spoil the Work in general.

We must know each other, hear each other. feel each other,

so that if one of un does something inepiring. all of us are
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inspired by this work. If one manta to change the action. every-

body must be ready to sacrifice hio own individuality for a

momont and follow. or if one of the members of the group fools

inopircd himoolf. he leads tho group. being sure the group will

follow him. To got this ability rm1ch cannot be rehearsed, ao

it in something which cameo and gooo. to get this ability to

be always togathur in all poosiblo Dituationo in only possible

if we develop a special kind of group fooling or contact.

CI'Eh‘ THE HEART?

> Will you ploaoo try to ootablish tho Contact by the

means we have for achieving thio aim. Try to do the psychological

gesture as it were. which is: Try to open your heart to the

whole group. without any continental fooling which will only

disturb tho work, oimply and buoinoos~likc. I opun my heart

because it is my buoinooo to invite everybody into my inner

life. and by trying to oxercioo thin opening of the heart with-

out oontimont. through this simple inner gooture. we will got

the ability to find always tho contact with the audience so that

tho audience will inspire us. perhaps wo ohall bo able to inspire

tho audience, but the group itaolf will produco the real "frooh

air: when the boarts are open.

Now, by opening your hearts will you please to make

another gooture. psychologically, or opening tho heart and in-

viting tho wholo group. Whon wo are doing this simple gesture.

the one thing comes always upon us. a certain kind of stiffness
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inevitably comes. By doing this exercise we are trying to over-

eomo thin stiffness - we are quite free in our bodice. in our

spirits, in our minds - we are free enough to open our hearts.

By trying to move with this inner gesture we are trying to over-

como the next difficulty which conoo — when We are standing still

we can keep this gesture of opening our heart. but at the moment

when we move it closes again. Gradually no come to the moment

when we are able to keep our hearts open in the professional

sense. through the whole play. through the whole reheuraul. and

nothing can diatrub um and stop our activity.

New. I will give you some different tasks and will you

do them at the uano_timo. all together, without giving any oigno

to each other. with this open heart and group fooling. :ou

must fool each other no otrongly that if one has an idea the

others muot got it.

Exercise: Sit down all together. and got up all together.

It must be the rooult of your group fooling - your contact.

Will you pleeee take the following: Sitting down, getting

up, standing still. running. walking, whispering. ahouting. in

different tempos but it must be with group fooling.

PEELIKG OF THE WHOLE!

If we have a play to rehearse, of course there are many

things we have to do before we can start our rehearsal. One of

the important thingn in to divide the play into sections. or

units. In Stanislavsky's book An Actor Prepagen he suggests
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dividing the play into unite, It is helpful in grasping the

whole play as everything comes more or leee:lm order. but it

requires again development of certain abilities in.ue as actors -

to divide the play into eeetiene intellectually in very easy,

but the task is to not these sections 50 that it will be an

ector‘s production! and net onlv the director‘s intellectual

euggeetiene.

We muet get the ability to have all thoae sections in

our deals so strongly that we are able to act without thinking

of them - to act with our whole being. one section after another.

To be part of the auction. or to make the section pert efeureelvoe.

requires certain preparatory development and for this did we

use another exereiee which we call feeling of the whole. You

must get the ability to embrace with our psychology everything

as a whole - one thing -'in time and in speee. This ability

to embrace many things as one whole gives ue the ability to

use Stanislaveky'e'uuggestion to divide the play into acetiene

or unite. and to eat them one after another.

Try to get a feeling of the whole from very simple

exercieea. nave your right hand up and down and try to do it

with the feeling of the whole. To develop the feeling of the

whole we must know tee things: What we are gdng to do, and

secondly;after we have done the movement, or the sketch, er the

whole performance we must be able to recall in our imagination

what has been done - anticipation and retreeenetion. When you

have done thie movement see it in retrospcet. ~ recall it. This
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is one of the simplest exercises to develop the feeling of the

whole.

how a more complicated exercise. Lift the hands up and

kneel down - drop the hands and get up. Anticipate or rehearse

the movement — there are many themes together and we must try

to embrace them as one. Anticipate - do it in your imagination.

Keep this feeling or the whole continuously. When you have

done it. recall it.

I will give you the sketch of what we have already done

but I will divide it into eeotiono and you must imagine it:

Theme: mm[W]

Crescendo

Pause

I l t I

First Section: People come together - enemies - they hate each

other - there is no human contact.

Second Section: Storm comes and changes their psychology because

are to this very strong storm — we see these people attracted

theyA attractoq«and led oomowhoro away from this room.

Third Section: Crescendo - disaster - due buroto - this section

in a very short one.

Fourth Sections After the dieaoter another section which in

full absence. Fauna.

Fifth Section: After this Pause when the world around in dead,

people will find each other.

u//,/”*“‘r~~\\
‘Enemio ‘ \“\rriends
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IMPROVISATICKI

Will you please take all these thingo in your imagination

separately. as one whole thing, for your improvisation. and you

must anticipate the whole story in general. Try to anticipate

all theee sections separately, then all together. and improvise.

we must be able to feel each section as a whole. Try to imagine

it with your whole actor's being - that means with your will.

your feeling and your imagination.

Fly over the whole composition - anticipate it and then

be euro that you have the feeling of the whole for each section

separately. and for the whole performance.

We have used this theme for other nine but this in the

first time we have done it for the feeling of the whole ~ it

awakens more activity if it in used no on improvisation exercise.

our bodies must be built soundly - we must be healthy -

that means we muat have a feeling that our bodiou are healthy.

so concentrate on the centre in your cheats which is holding

your whole body in ite right proportion and by walking given you

the right figure. and everything in your body is at your dis-

posal — you have your body in your hands. in your power.

now. do the Actor's March with these qualities.


